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Landmark Classiﬁcation With Hierarchical
Multi-Modal Exemplar Feature
Lei Zhu, Jialie Shen, Hai Jin, Senior Member, IEEE, Liang Xie, and Ran Zheng
Abstract—Landmark image classiﬁcation attracts increasing
research attention due to its great importance in real applications,
ranging from travel guide recommendation to 3-D modelling
and visualization of geolocation. While large amount of efforts
have been invested, it still remains unsolved by academia and
industry. One of the key reasons is the large intra-class variance
rooted from the diverse visual appearance of landmark images.
Distinguished from most existing methods based on scalable
image search, we approach the problem from a new perspective
and model landmark classiﬁcation as multi-modal categorization,
which enjoys advantages of low storage overhead and high
classiﬁcation efﬁciency. Toward this goal, a novel and effective
feature representation, called hierarchical multi-modal exemplar
(HMME) feature, is proposed to characterize landmark images.
In order to compute HMME, training images are ﬁrst partitioned
into the regions with hierarchical grids to generate candidate
images and regions. Then, at the stage of exemplar selection,
hierarchical discriminative exemplars in multiple modalities are
discovered automatically via iterative boosting and latent region
label mining. Finally, HMME is generated via a region-based
locality-constrained linear coding (RLLC), which effectively
encodes semantics of the discovered exemplars into HMME.
Meanwhile, dimension reduction is applied to reduce redundant
information by projecting the raw HMME into lower-dimensional
space. The ﬁnal HMME enjoys advantages of discriminative and
linearly separable. Experimental study has been carried out on
real world landmark datasets, and the results demonstrate the
superior performance of the proposed approach over several
state-of-the-art techniques.
Index Terms—Dimension reduction, diverse visual contents,
exemplar selection, hierarchical multi-modal exemplar feature
(HMME), landmark classiﬁcation, region-based locality-con-
strained linear coding (RLLC).
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I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the fast advancement of smart mobile devices,high-speed Internet, and photo-sharing Websites, we
have witnessed rapid growth of geo-referenced multimedia
data in recent years. How to extract the valuable knowledge
intelligently from the massive geo-referenced multimedia
repositories becomes more and more important [1]–[5].
In particular, as core technical foundation for many loca-
tion based visual search and analytics applications,1 effective
landmark image classiﬁcation aims to accurately categorize
a query image into a discrete category via learning latent
semantics from training images. Due to its great importance,
extensive research study has been conducted and consequently
many techniques have been proposed in recent years [6]–[10].
However, the problem still remains unsolved and existing
methods generally suffer from either low accuracy or poor
stability. One of the major reasons for this stagnation is that real
images representing landmark categories have highly diverse
visual contents. Fig. 1 illustrates a set of good examples about
content diversity of images from three representative landmark
categories. It is easy to ﬁnd that diverse visual appearances are
commonly caused by three main reasons, listed as follows.
• Landmark consists of a wide range of beautiful sub-regions
and sub-components. The images taken at different spots
generally have very different visual appearances [as shown
in Fig. 1(a)].
• Even for the landmarks from single venue or attraction, di-
verse visual appearances are caused by photographing the
landmarks from various viewpoints [as shown in Fig. 1(b)].
• Visual appearances of landmark images are signiﬁcantly
affected by a wide range of extrinsic factors, such as
imaging time, lighting, air quality or weather conditions
[as shown in Fig. 1(c)].
Principally, diverse visual appearances inevitably introduce
large intra-class visual variance, which poses great challenges
on developing accurate landmark classiﬁcation schemes.
Basic methodologies used in most existing methods can be
generally categorized into two independent families: searching
based approach [11]–[17] and learning based approach [18],
[19]. As the name suggests, basic idea of searching based ap-
proach is developed based on scalable image search, where a
simple non-parametric -nearest neighbors ( ) classiﬁer is
applied. The image is predicted as the category which can win
the majority votes from nearest neighbors. As such, order of
image rank list has a very strong impact on the ﬁnal classiﬁ-
cation performance. In order to achieve high search precision,
1Here, landmark is common area of interest at a certain location and there is
high likelihood that many people take photos of the area.
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Fig. 1. Images about three representative landmark categories. (a) Images
taken at various beauty spots of a landmark. (b) Images taken at various
viewpoints. (c) Images taken under various lighting conditions. (a) Forbidden
City, Beijing, China. (b) Statue of Liberty, New York City, USA. (c) Golden
Gate Bridge, San Francisco, USA.
the image to be classiﬁed is ﬁrstly used as the query to retrieve a
database containing vast amount of images. Then, inappropriate
matches over image pairs are removed by post-veriﬁcation. On
the other hand, learning based approach models each landmark
as a category and classiﬁes landmark image with discrimina-
tive algorithm, which typically has faster classiﬁcation speed
and lower storage costs. Generally, it enjoys three advantages
compared to searching based approach: First, with discrimina-
tive learning, we only need to store the parameters of classi-
ﬁer models instead of all raw features, which has much lower
storage and memory overheads. Second, classiﬁcation process
facilitated by learning based approach is more efﬁcient than that
of searching based approach, which is based on time consuming
feature matching. Third, discriminative information among dif-
ferent categories can be captured via discriminative learning
and redundant information can be removed accordingly. While
learning based approach demonstrates good effectiveness, its
basic idea is to apply or improve conventional classiﬁcation
models designed for general images, ignoring how to capture
characteristics of landmark images [18], [19].
Motivated by the advantages of learning based approach
and drawbacks of existing relevant solutions, we approach the
problem via modelling landmark classiﬁcation as a supervised
categorization task. Each landmark is treated as a category, and
each category has real landmark images with huge appearance
differences. In this case, capturing diverse visual contents is
essentially important to boost the ﬁnal categorization perfor-
mance. Based on the recent literature, two major strategies
can be adopted to capture diverse visual contents of landmark
images.
• Divide and conquer [20]: Its core idea is to divide the land-
mark category into sub-categories either automatically or
manually, so that images in a sub-category have more vi-
sual coherence than difference. For each sub-category, a
visual model is trained to characterize the visual distribu-
tion. All visual models calculated for sub-categories are
integrated together to represent the overall landmark cat-
egory. At the stage of classiﬁcation, an image is catego-
rized into a landmark category only if it is categorized into
one of its sub-categories. The drawback of this technique
is lack of good capability to determine the sub-categories
accurately. Imperfect sub-categorization may result in un-
desirable performance degradation.
• Exemplar-based approach [21], [22]: This approach has
been widely applied in visual object detection, where
exemplars are representative regions, and similarities
between image instance and exemplars are calculated
to generate the similarity feature. The advantage of ex-
emplar-based approach is that the noises brought by the
inaccurate exemplars can be easily removed by the sub-
sequent machine learning approach. Inspired by this idea,
our study explores the idea of exemplar to represent the
diverse visual contents of landmark images.
How to compute the signature of landmark images plays an
important role in determining the ﬁnal performance of classiﬁ-
cation. In this article, we introduce a novel and effective scheme,
called hierarchical multi-modal exemplar feature (HMME). To
achieve more comprehensive content modelling, candidate im-
ages and regions are ﬁrst generated by partitioning images with
hierarchical grids. From these candidate ones, hierarchical ex-
emplars (representative global image views and local regions)
in multiple modalities, which represent latent semantics of land-
marks, are then discovered via global and regional exemplar se-
lection. Based on the exemplars, HMME is generated by en-
coding their semantics into different feature dimensions. Di-
mension reduction is ﬁnally conducted via projecting the coarse
feature into lower-dimensional space with less redundant infor-
mation. With the approach, HMME can capture diverse visual
contents of landmark images robustly. More importantly, it in-
corporates heterogeneous discriminative information into a uni-
ﬁed feature representation, which enjoys high discriminating ca-
pability. The main contributions of this paper can be summa-
rized as follows:
1) An effective exemplar selection approach is proposed to
hierarchically discover exemplars in multiple modalities,
based on which feature dimensions of HMME are gener-
ated.
2) A novel feature generation framework is proposed to en-
code semantics of the discovered exemplars into HMME,
which incorporates heterogeneous discriminative informa-
tion into a uniﬁed feature representation.
3) Comprehensive experiments are conducted on real-world
landmark dataset, which includes images with diverse vi-
sual contents, to demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed approach.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: We
give a detailed review of related work in Section II. Then
Section III provides an overview of the HMME based landmark
classiﬁcation system. Section IV presents the details of each
part in extraction pipeline of HMME. Next, Section V summa-
rizes the proposed approach and gives time complexity analysis.
Experimental conﬁguration is introduced in Section VI. Empir-
ical experimental results and detailed analysis are presented in
Section VII. Section VIII ﬁnally concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Searching-Based Approach
Most existing approaches for landmark classiﬁcation are built
upon scalable image search [11]–[16]. One of typical examples
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Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed HMME-based landmark classiﬁcation system.
is that Philbin et al. [23] propose to retrieve landmark images
represented by bag-of-visual-words (BoVW)[24], where large
vocabularies and fast spatial matching are leveraged. In [11],
Zheng et al. recognize landmark by matching local features of
query image against model images with nearest neighbor search.
3D images enjoy better capability to characterize landmarks.
Hao et al. [14] leverage 3D visual phrase instead of 2D visual
phrase to capture spatial structure information and overcome
viewpoint changes of landmarks. Chen et al. [17] integrate vi-
sual content and context for landmark classiﬁcation. They also
propose an approach in [10] to improve the conventional bag-
of-visual-phrase (BoVP) [25] for landmark recognition via dis-
criminative learning of category-dependent visual phrases and
soft encoding. Nowadays, state-of-the-art landmark search sys-
tems are basically built upon variants of BoVW, where the fre-
quency of quantized visual-words is applied as signatures for
both query and database images. On the other hand, retrieval
response time is very important factor for advanced landmark
image search systems. In order to improve search efﬁciency,
index structures, such as inverted ﬁle [26], are usually applied to
facilitate efﬁcient search. Since searching based approaches are
purely based on feature matching, which will inevitably suffer
from high storage requirement caused by considerable amount
of local features. More importantly, low-level features may fail
to capture diverse visual contents of landmark images.
The landmark classiﬁcation techniques discussed above are
designed for desktop environment. With recent popularity of
mobile search, many different approaches have been recently
designed speciﬁcally for mobile platform [6], [7], [10], [13],
[27], [28]. However, their main research focus is on how to de-
sign intelligent algorithm to calculate compact descriptors to re-
duce memory consumption and improve network transmission.
Due to the limited space here, we won’t detail them.
B. Learning-Based Approach
Comparing to searching based approach, less schemes are
proposed to classify landmark based on discriminative learning
[18], [19]. Li et al. [18] learn a landmark classiﬁer, which
combines heterogeneous information from visual contents and
textural tags in framework of support vector machine (SVM)
[29]. Visual contents are characterized by vector quantized
local features, while textural information is described by a
frequency vector whose dimensions denote frequently used
tags. Image and text feature vectors are normalized and simply
concatenated into a uniﬁed feature. Bergamo et al. [19] pro-
pose to leverage structure from motion to learn discriminative
codebooks for local features, which are specially designed
for BoVW based classiﬁcation model. There is an effective
approach [30] that need to be noted here for its superior per-
formance on task of general image classiﬁcation. In [30], a
novel combination scheme is proposed to integrate the multiple
features extracted from different visual modalities with optimal
combination weights via multiple kernel learning (MKL)[31].
Experimental results show that the combined feature performs
better than any single feature. It can be considered as one of the
most effective multiple feature fusion approaches.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we brieﬂy introduce the proposed HMME
based landmark classiﬁcation system. Fig. 2 illustrates its basic
architecture of the framework. It is mainly comprised of two
major components: ofﬂine training and online classiﬁcation.
During the ofﬂine training, at the stage of image prepro-
cessing, training images are ﬁrst partitioned into multiple
regions with hierarchical standard grids. Four visual features
from heterogeneous visual modalities are extracted from each
region to represent visual contents. Next, at the stage of ex-
emplar selection, hierarchical exemplars are automatically
discovered in multiple modalities. After that, at the stage of
feature generation, optimal reconstruction coefﬁcients, between
training images and the discovered exemplars, are learned from
multiple visual modalities and spatial levels, and combined
to construct the feature dimensions of HMME. Finally, at the
stage of dimension reduction, dimension projection matrix
is learned directly on training features. With , the features of
all the images in database are projected into lower-dimensional
space. Hierarchical multi-modal exemplar set , landmark
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Fig. 3. Image is hierarchically partitioned into regions without overlapping.
classiﬁer , and projection matrix are preserved for online
classiﬁcation.
In the online landmark classiﬁcation, image preprocessing is
ﬁrst performed on query image. Next, HMME is extracted based
on , and projected into lower-dimensional feature space as
training images with . Then, the projected query feature is
imported into the pre-learned . Finally, landmark category
of query image is obtained and returned back to user.
IV. HIERARCHICAL MULTI-MODAL EXEMPLAR
FEATURE EXTRACTION
In this section, we give a detail introduction of core compo-
nents in computing HMME.
A. Image Preprocessing
Image preprocessing aims to extract visual features of
landmark images. Each image is ﬁrst partitioned into regions
without overlapping by using hierarchical standard grids (as
shown in Fig. 3). Then, four widely used low-level visual
features are extracted from different regions. Details of them
are as follows:
• Color Moments (CM) [32]. Image is ﬁrst partitioned into
regions without overlapping with grid. In each seg-
mented region, color mean, color variance, and color skew-
ness are then extracted for each color channel in HSV color
space. Features calculated from regions are ﬁnally concate-
nated to form 81-dimensional vector.
• Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [33]. LBP is simple yet pow-
erful texture descriptor to describe local structure of pixel
by comparing centroid pixel with surrounding pixels. It
has good property of tolerating regarding illumination
changes. In this study, 58-dimensional LBP is adopted for
texture description.
• Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [34]. HOG
counts occurrences of gradient orientation in localized
portions of an image. The feature dimension of HOG used
in this study is 31.
• Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) [35]. BoVW quantizes
order-less local features to visual-words and represents
image as frequency histograms of visual-words. Densely
sampling strategy is employed to detect interest points and
scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) [36] is used to
describe image patches. Each interest point is represented
by a vector of 128 dimensions.
B. Exemplar Selection
One of the potential reasons why landmarks are so fasci-
nating and attractive is that each landmark owns unique pecu-
liarities. It is common that, when touring a landmark, the same
spectacular scenery spots will be frequently photographed by
many different tourists unhesitatingly. In contrast, there are not
many tourists who take photos about uninteresting and unattrac-
tive places or venue. Consequently, the recorded landmark im-
ages often illustrate multiple views of landmarks. They could
be distinctive global image views and local regions, which at-
tract tourist’s attentions. From viewpoint of visual representa-
tion, diverse visual contents about landmark categories can be
represented on bases of these representative image views and
regions, or in other words, exemplars. Thus, effective exemplar
modelling from multiple spatial levels for landmark visual rep-
resentation is important. A compact and discriminative exem-
plar set is required to achieve effective landmark image repre-
sentation. In light of the observation, we propose discriminative
exemplar selection approach to discover informative exemplar
hierarchically.
1) Global Exemplar Selection: Global exemplar selection
is one of the most important system components whose main
functionality is to discover representative global image views
for each landmark category. To achieve the goal, we propose
boosting-based global exemplar selection (BGES). The main
idea of BGES is to exploit classiﬁcation errors of the learned
weak classiﬁers to measure the discriminating capability of im-
ages, and then select the most discriminative ones. we manu-
ally label several images and adopt them as training image set.
Each image in training set is regarded as candidate exemplar,
which is chosen as the only positive image. From the images
belonging to different categories in training image set, we se-
lect several images that are visually similar to positive image,
and adopt them as the negative images. In this study, image sim-
ilarity is measured with the feature in corresponding modality
with Euclidean distance. Weak classiﬁer is trained to separate
positive image from the negative images by a large margin. At
each iteration, classiﬁcation errors of all weak classiﬁers are cal-
culated by comparing the predicted labels with true labels of
training images. Weak classiﬁer with the minimum classiﬁca-
tion error is chosen as the current most discriminative classiﬁer,
and its corresponding image is considered as the current most
discriminative exemplar. With this measurement, at each itera-
tion, one exemplar is removed from candidate exemplar set and
added into global exemplar set. According to the basic idea of
boosting, the iterative process will automatically stop when the
minimum classiﬁcation error is above 0.5. This setting is rea-
sonable as weak classiﬁers trained in this case are not discrimi-
native enough. When ﬁne-tuning BGES system parameters, we
ﬁnd two important aspects.
• Besides exemplar selection, there is a weight adjustment
process in each iteration, which readjusts the importance
of images according to classiﬁcation errors. Via this proce-
dure, weak classiﬁers gradually focus their main attentions
on separating images that still cannot be distinguished by
previously selected weak classiﬁers. In this way, weight
adjustment process can be considered as a hidden and au-
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tomatic sub-category grouping. Therefore, the image cor-
responding to the selected weak classiﬁer in each iteration
can be considered as the representative image in sub-cate-
gory, and the current most discriminative global exemplar
accordingly.
• Weaker classiﬁers explored in BGES are actually sub-cat-
egory classiﬁers. Weak classiﬁers provide a way of mea-
suring discriminative capability for candidate exemplars.
Via discriminative learning, the global exemplars are em-
bedded with semantics of sub-categories.
Let denote the number of training images.
denotes training image set. As shown above,
candidate exemplar set serves as actual training image set.
To avoid confusion, they are denoted using different sym-
bols. Let and denote candidate exemplar
set and training image set respectively. and
denote their feature representations in modality
, where and is the number of modalities.
denotes the number of training images, denotes the number
of candidate exemplars, . , denote dimen-
sional features extracted from exemplar image and training
image respectively. denote that image is
positively labeled and negatively labeled respectively. The
main aim of BGES is to construct global exemplar set .
In BGES, we develop exemplar-based weak classiﬁer based
on SVM due to its high classiﬁcation rate and time efﬁciency.
For implementation, we use LIBSVM [37] as base to build weak
classiﬁers. For a candidate exemplar , we train a weak classi-
ﬁer in modality to separate to negative images by a large
margin. Let us denote as parameters of ,
and are soft margin parameter and bias multiplier respec-
tively. These parameters are calculated by solving the following
optimization problem:
(1)
where are regularization parameters, which play a
trade-off between marginal separation and error penalty, is
hidden function which maps the linearly inseparable low-level
features into high-dimensional and linearly separable features.
In this work, we simply use explicit map proposed in [38] to
ﬁnish this step. With the learned parameters, weak classiﬁer of
in modality can be constructed as
(2)
At each iteration, we calculate total error of weak classiﬁer by
summing its prediction errors on all training images
(3)
where is weight of training image calculated at iteration
. We choose weak classiﬁer with the lowest error rate at th
iteration
(4)
After that, the global image corresponding to
is added into the global exemplar set in modality .
(5)
Algorithm 1: BGES in modality
Input:
Training image set .
Candidate exemplar set .
Output:
Global exemplar set in modality , .
1: Initialize weights of training images with ,
.
2: while do
3: Normalize weights of training images.
4: for in candidate image set do
5: Prepare positive image and negative images.
6: Train weak classiﬁer via (1).
7: Calculate classiﬁcation errors of via (3).
8: end for
9: Choose the weak classiﬁer via (4).
10: if then break.
11: Add that corresponds to into
, and simultaneously remove from
candidate exemplar set. Let ,
, and .
12: Update weights of training images:
, where , and
for incorrect and correct classiﬁcation respectively.
13: end while
Algorithm 1 shows the detailed procedure of BGES for
modality . We perform BGES in each modality, obtaining
exemplar set and count the occurrence frequency of
each exemplar image in . Formally, the occurrence
frequency of exemplar image , can be deﬁned as
follows:
(6)
The occurrence frequencies of exemplar images are ranked in
descending order. The ﬁrst exemplars are added to the global
exemplar set .
2) Regional Exemplar Selection: Regional exemplar selec-
tion is to discover representative local regions for each land-
mark. Principally, a desirable regional exemplar set should at
least have three properties:
• Relevance. This property aims to select regional exemplars
that are most probably relevant to the landmark. This is
because that many irrelevant regions, such as regions that
describe the background sky or grass, are generated due to
spatial partition.
• Discrimination. This property aims to select regional ex-
emplars that are most discriminative for classiﬁer training.
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This property guarantees that less unused and redundant
regions are included in regional exemplar set.
• Representativeness. This property aims to select regional
exemplars that can represent the underlying visual distri-
bution of regions. Representative regions from dense re-
gions are enough for image representation and excessive
regions expand regional exemplar set.
In our scheme, image is partitioned into regions with
grid at spatial level . Regions are labelled sequentially as 1 to
from left to right and top to bottom. . The size
of region is of size of global image . We redeﬁne the
training image set in modality as
, denotes dimensional low-level features in
modality which is extracted from th region of image ,
is image label. In this case, all the images in training image set
are used to discover discriminative regional exemplars at spatial
level , .
To achieve effective regional exemplar selection, we formu-
late the process based on multi-modal multi-instance learning
( ). Thus image and region are represented as “bag” and
as “instance” respectively under the framework. Distinguished
from conventional multiple instance learning (MIL) [39] which
learns a uniﬁed discriminative set classiﬁer, we extend MIL in
multiple modalities to discover discriminative regional exem-
plars. In our setting, is formulated as a mixed integer pro-
gramming problem, which simultaneously calculates optimal
latent category labels of regions, and ﬁnds the optimal separa-
tion hyperplane that maximizes the separation margin. Its for-
mulation is as follows:
(7)
where are regularization parameters which play
trade-off between three terms. and are soft margin
and bias multiplier parameter respectively. is the esti-
mated label of region by using single feature in modality
. is the label of region estimated by all the features.
The term is to guarantee that regional
labels obtained by different modalities should be consistent.
It should be noted that, when , the above optimiza-
tion problem is degenerated to multiple MIL learners in
modalities. In implementation, this problem is solved with
alternate optimization. For given hidden labels, we develop
the optimization formulation by using standard LIBSVM so-
lution. On the other hand, for a given discriminative model,
we minimize the objective function by updating the hidden
labels. Algorithm 2 shows details about the region exemplar
selection procedure.
Algorithm 2: based regional exemplar selection
Input:
Training image set .
Output:
Latent labels of regions .
1: for do
2: Initialize .
3: end for
4: repeat
5: for do
6: Train SVM with regional feature and label .
7: for each do
8: Compute classiﬁcation scores of regions via
.
9: end for
10: end for
11: for each do
12: .
13: If then
14: ,
15: end if
16: end for
17: until has not been changed
After solving , possible labels of all regions are ob-
tained directly. Speciﬁcally, and mean that
the corresponding region is relevant and irrelevant to the land-
mark respectively. From the relevant regions, we further select
the most representative ones. We ﬁrst concatenate four visual
features extracted from region to represent it. Then, -means
clustering [40] is applied to the relevant regions. The regions
which have the nearest distance with clustering centres are con-
sidered as representative regional exemplars (each cluster centre
corresponds to one region). This strategy is reasonable as these
regions can also represent regions in their clusters as centres,
which matches the requirement of regional exemplar. It should
be noted that -means used in this paper can be substituted by
any other effective clustering algorithms. Selecting the most
effective clustering algorithm is out of the main scope of this
study. exemplars are selected as regional ex-
emplars at spatial level .
C. Feature Generation
We perform global and regional exemplar selection at each
spatial level, obtaining hierarchical multi-modal exemplars
}. The cardi-
nality of exemplar set is .
Landmark image can be described from various perspectives.
Certain types of landmark images can be comprehensively char-
acterized by speciﬁc low-level features. Descriptive information
in features from heterogeneous modalities are complementary
with each other and the effective combination can boost overall
performance [17], [18], [30]. Therefore, we concatenate recon-
struction coefﬁcients calculated from different modalities to de-
velop the feature dimensions of HMME.
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With the image ’s HMME feature , it can be derived as
(8)
The dimension of is . is sub-
feature of HMME computed in modality , its computational
formula is
(9)
The dimension of is . is sub-feature
of HMME computed in modality and at spatial level .
To generate the sub-feature of HMME to describe the visual
contents of the segmented region, we propose a region-based
locality-constrained linear coding (RLLC). Its basic idea is to
calculate the optimal reconstruction coefﬁcients between image
instance and the discovered exemplars, so as to encode more
semantics of exemplars into HMME. Note that, feature vector
generated in this way enjoys desirable advantage of linearly
separable.
For database image , is the sub-feature of
HMME extracted on region and in modality . Thus, can
be computed by solving the following optimization problem:
(10)
where denotes low-level features of
regional exemplars inmodality and at spatial level . Its feature
dimension is .
After solving the above optimization problem in (10), we ob-
tain sub-features of image at spatial level
(11)
For a query image , we calculate the
sub-feature of HMME on region by solving the following
optimization problem:
(12)
HMME of query image at spatial level can be represented
as
(13)
D. Dimension Reduction
There are mainly two types of information redundancy in raw
HMME: (1) redundant information among multiple modalities.
Feature dimensions generated by different modalities may have
the equivalent discriminating ability. In principle, these “over-
lapping” dimensions can be compressed directly without ac-
curacy loss. (2) redundant information among multiple spatial
levels. Discriminative information extracted from several spa-
tial levels may be enough on distinguishing the images. Hence,
concatenating features from excessive spatial levels may cause
redundancy.
To remove redundancy, our approach applies dimension
reduction (PCA [41]) as postprocessing to further project
the coarse HMME into lower-dimensional space. Dimension
reduction has an additional positive effect that the reduced
feature dimensions can speedup the subsequent processing.
With learning on training features, the projection matrix
is obtained. HMMEs of all training and testing images are
projected into lower-dimensional space with . After projec-
tion, landmark classiﬁer is trained and reserved for online
classiﬁcation.
Algorithm 3: HMME based landmark classiﬁcation
Input:
Query image and training images.
Output:
Landmark category of query image.
Ofﬂine Training
1: Image preprocessing as shown in Section IV-A.
2: Discover hierarchical multi-modal exemplar set
via BGES and as shown in Section IV-B.
3: Generate HMMEs for training images as shown in (8).
4: Learn projection matrix with PCA as shown in
Section IV-D.
5: Project HMMEs into lower-dimensional space with .
6: Train landmark classiﬁer on the projected features
with Linear SVM [42].
7: Output , , and , for online classiﬁcation.
Online Landmark Classiﬁcation
8: Image preprocessing as shown in Section IV-A.
9: Extract HMME for query image based on as shown
in (8).
10: Project query feature with .
11: Import the projected query feature into and obtain
the estimated landmark category.
V. SUMMARY
This section summarizes the proposed approach and gives a
comprehensive computation complexity analysis. Algorithm 3
describes the complete algorithmic steps of HMME based land-
mark classiﬁcation system. Ofﬂine training is comprised of 7
main steps, while online landmark classiﬁcation is comprised
of 4 main steps. At the stage of ofﬂine training, the process of
spatial partition (step 1) can be ﬁnished in as there are
training images. Assuming that the selection for one exemplar
can be completed in , the computation cost of exemplar
selection (step 2) is , as there are discrim-
inative exemplars. Since there are different modalities and
training images, computations needed for accomplishing the
process of feature generation for all training images (step 3) is
O( ) (region coding is assumed to be completed
in ). Denote as the dimension of the reduced feature, time
complexity of dimension reduction (step 5) is . The
computation complexity of landmark classiﬁer training (linear
classiﬁer training) is (step 6). At the stage of online land-
mark classiﬁcation, the process of feature extraction and dimen-
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Fig. 4. Typical images sampled from Landmark-25 and Landmark-101. Our
collected landmark images that are photographed from different viewpoints,
under different lighting conditions, and for different beauty spots.
sion reduction for a given query image (step 8 and step 9) can be
completed in and , respectively. Compu-
tation complexity of online classiﬁcation (step 10, linear classi-
ﬁcation) are .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION
A. Experimental Datasets
We develop two landmark datasets containing worldwide
landmarks distributed throughout the earth by crawling images
from Flickr.2 For a speciﬁc landmark, candidate images are
ﬁrst obtained by retrieving images from Flickr with relevant
keywords and the provided API. Due to low accuracy of
text-based image search, candidate landmark images contain
many outliers and low-quality images. We manually remove
undesirable images via the procedure as following: First, the
irrelevant images are excluded and then artiﬁcially processed
images, such as images with black wire frame, are excluded
to retain raw information of images. After that, we remove
low-quality images, such as images that suffer from severe
motion blur or overexposure. Finally, images with human faces
are excluded to avoid privacy breaches. From the processed
results, we collect images to construct two landmark datasets.
The ﬁrst landmark dataset we collected has 25 landmark
categories, while the second one holds 101 landmark cate-
gories. It should be noted that both two datasets include the
images photographed for various beauty spots, from various
viewpoints, and under various weather conditions. Therefore,
these two datasets are challenging for classiﬁcation as the
visual appearance of images in a landmark category is more
diverse. We denote them as Landmark-25 and Landmark-101
in experiment. Typical images from them are shown in Fig. 4.
In addition, we also conduct experiments on a publicly avail-
able landmark dataset, Landmark-3D.3 This dataset is devel-
oped by Hao et al. in [14], which includes 45 K images in 25
landmark categories. It has also been used in recent literature
2[Online]. Available: http://www.ﬂickr.com
3[Online]. Available: http://landmark3d.codeplex.com/
[19]. All the images also come from Flickr withmanual ﬁltering.
This dataset mainly contains images that are photographed for
landmark of single construction, images in a landmark category
have less visual diversity.
Similar to testing method in [18], for three datasets, 200 im-
ages from each category are randomly selected to comprise the
testing dataset, making classiﬁcation results easier to interpret.
100 images are used for training and the remaining images are
used for performance evaluation.
B. Compared Approaches
We conduct experiment to compare the performance of the
approach against the state-of-the-art techniques. Details of the
approaches used for comparison are as follows.
1) [12]: In this approach, multiple low-level
features (MLF) are combined with classifer. is a
typical searching based approach. It estimates the category
of landmark via a pure data-driven scene matching. The
best performance of is achieved when is
set to 20, and the feature combination weight (CM, LBP,
HOG, BoVW) is set to 0.1, 0.3, 0.2, 0.4.
2) [18]: This approach adopts multiple low-
level features (MLF) as image descriptor and SVM as clas-
siﬁer. MLF+SVM is a typical learning based approach,
where all employed features are concatenated into a single
feature vector and SVM is employed as the underlying
classiﬁer. In implementation, SVM with Gaussian kernel
is used to measure similarities of images. Smoothing factor
and cost parameter are set to 1 and 10 respectively to max-
imize the performance.
3) [30]: This approach adopts multiple low-
level features (MLF) as image descriptor andMKL as clas-
siﬁer. Different from , MKL can automat-
ically weight the importance of each feature according to
their discriminating ability. The best performance of
is achieved when the feature combination weight
(CM, LBP, HOG, BoVW) is set to 0.1, 0.4, 0.1, 0.4.
Two settings of our approach are tested:
1) : This approach applies HMME as visual
descriptor and as classiﬁer. Our approach in this set-
ting is used to demonstrate the performance when HMME
is combined with non-parametric classiﬁer. The best per-
formance of is achieved when is set
to 20.
2) : This approach uses HMME as visual
descriptor and SVM as classiﬁer. Since HMME is linearly
separable, linear kernel is used to measure the similarities
between images. Regularization parameters , in (1) and
, in (7) are tuned using . We
obtain the experimental results when
.
C. Implementation Details
All the training images are considered as candidate image
set. Therefore, in global exemplar selection, the size of can-
didate exemplar set and training image set is set to 2500 on
Landmark-25 and Landmark-3D, and that is 10100 on Land-
mark-101. All the images are hierarchically partitioned into re-
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TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES ACHIEVED BY DIFFERENT APPROACHES ON LANDMARK DATASETS. THE
ITEMS SHOWN IN BOLD ARE THE TWO BEST RESULTS. THE RESULTS WITH THE ASTERISK ARE THE BEST
gions from level 1 to 3 with , , and grids,
generating 1, 4, and 9 regions respectively without overlapping.
Each region is represented by four visual features (as described
in Section IV-A). In order to extract BoVW, the best visual vo-
cabulary is 100 on Landmark-25 and Landmark-3D, and that is
1000 on Landmark-101. The best initial feature dimension of
HMME on Landmark-25 and Landmark-3D is 23000, and that
is 92920 on Landmark-101. The best reduced size of HMME
on Landmark-25 and Landmark-3D is 2200, and that is 10000
on Landmark-101. In regional exemplar selection, the number
of negative images for constructing weak classiﬁers is set to 3
to maximize performance. For SVM implementation, we use
LIBSVM (C-SVC)[37] to train classiﬁers, which solves land-
mark classiﬁcation as a multi-class problem.
D. Evaluation Metrics
Experimental performance of different approaches are evalu-
ated on standard metric: classiﬁcation accuracy. It is deﬁned as
the ratio of number of correctly classied test images to the total
number of test images. A test image is considered to be cor-
rectly classied only if the estimated landmark category label of
query image matches with the ground-truth category label. All
our experiments have been run on the platform equipped with
an Intel Core i7 920 CPU running at 2.67 GHz. The operating
system is 64-bit RHEL AS 5.4 with Linux kernel 2.6.18. All the
experiments in this study are performed 10 times on randomly
selected training and testing images. And we also report ﬁnal
classiﬁcation rates with standard deviation.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we ﬁrst present performance comparison
results, and then provide discussions on factors that have the
greatest impact on the performance.
A. Performance Comparison Results
Table I summarizes main experimental results. We can easily
ﬁnd from the table that, our proposed approaches outperform
their competitors on all datasets. For example, on landmark-25,
and achieve classiﬁcation
accuracy 67.88% and 73.72% respectively, which are 13% and
19% higher compared with the classiﬁcation accuracy achieved
by the second best of approach, . In addition, a
few important ﬁndings can be found as follows.
• The approaches using SVM as classiﬁer generally perform
better than the approaches that adopt as classiﬁer e.g.
is better than ,
is better than . This is because that
SVM has better discriminative capability than when
separating high-dimensional visual features. However, this
is a special case in experiment that, even
achieves better performance than , where
MKL is used as classiﬁer. This is because, HMME is lin-
early separable, which can be separated well with simple
classiﬁer . This experimental result demonstrates the
advantage of HMME that it can involve rich discrimina-
tive information into feature representation, so that simpler
classiﬁer can be adopted for good performance.
• Compared with , performs
better. The reason is thatMKL learns appropriate combina-
tion weights according to the discriminating ability of fea-
tures on speciﬁc landmark category. The poor performance
ofMLF+SVM observed in this experiment also veriﬁes that
effective landmark classiﬁcation cannot be achieved by di-
rectly concatenating low-level features.
• Although landmark-3D and landmark-25 include the same
number of landmark categories, classiﬁcation accuracies
obtained on landmark-25 are all lower than that achieved
on landmark-3D. The performance gap is more than 20%.
Classiﬁcation task on landmark-25 is more challenging
than that on landmark-3D. This is because landmark im-
ages in landmark-3D have less visual diversity than images
in landmark-25. Since real landmark images are distributed
with high visual diversity, we construct our own datasets
landmark-25 and landmark-101 in this paper to evaluate
the performance of the proposed approach on more real
landmark images.
In addition, for , the classiﬁcation time
for a given image on Landmark-3D, Landmark-25 and Land-
mark-101 is 35 ms, 35 ms, and 46 ms respectively. Thus, we
can conclude that is very efﬁcient landmark
classiﬁcation scheme.
B. Discussion
In this section, we provide comprehensive analysis to discuss
factors that are most related to the performance of the proposed
approach. Speciﬁcally, we explore effects of multi-modal fea-
ture fusion, effects of hierarchical partition, effects of exem-
plar selection, and effects of dimension reduction, on the overall
performance. All the following experiments are conducted on
dataset Landmark-25. Similar results can also be obtained on
other two datasets.
1) Effects of Multi-Modal Feature Fusion: In our approach,
discriminative information from multiple modalities are inte-
grated into HMME. In fact, landmark images potentially con-
tain large quantities of heterogeneous information from aspects
of color, texture, shape, and appearance, which can be charac-
terized by features extracted from the corresponding modalities.
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TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES OBTAINED BY
DIFFERENT FEATURE CONFIGURATIONS
TABLE III
PERFORMANCE LOSS WHEN DIFFERENT FEATURES ARE REMOVED
FROM THE CONSTRUCTION PROCESS OF HMME
These features may make up their advantages and disadvan-
tages, and integrating them may make new contributions on im-
proving the performance. In this subsection, experiment is con-
ducted to explore the above possibility on HMME based land-
mark classiﬁcation. Performance of multi-modal feature fusion
and that of single feature based HMME are evaluated. Also, per-
formances of single features are observed to ﬁnd which feature
performs better on characterizing visual contents of landmark
images.
Table II summarizes the classiﬁcation results. Feature con-
ﬁguration denoted by “HXXE” means only single feature “XX”
is used in HMME. For example, “HCME” denotes only CM
is used. From the presented results, we can clearly ﬁnd that
HMME performs better than any other feature conﬁgurations.
Classiﬁcation accuracy increases from 55.64% with HBoVWE
to 73.72% with HMME. There is nearly 18% performance
improvement. Among single features, HCME achieves the
worst performance. It has 43.72% lower classiﬁcation accuracy
than HMME. This is because landmark images are generally
photographed under various light conditions, which makes
images in a landmark category more visually diverse in terms
of color distribution. Distinguished from many conventional
classiﬁcation approaches, where shape feature achieves the best
performance, HBoVWE and HLBPE perform better than other
features in task of landmark classiﬁcation. More speciﬁcally,
HBoVWE can gain 25% and 10% better classiﬁcation accu-
racy compared with HCME and HHOGE respectively. This
is because landmark is generally comprised of repetitive local
structures, which can be better characterized by texture and ap-
pearance feature. From the above experimental results, we can
draw a conclusion that combing features from heterogeneous
visual modalities into HMME can bring further performance
improvement on landmark classiﬁcation.
Table III shows the main experimental results when different
features are removed from the construction process of HMME.
In these results, “HMME\XX” denotes feature “XX” is removed
from HMME. For example, HMME\CM denotes CM feature is
removed from HMME construction. In other words, HMME is
constructed with LBP, HOG, and BoVW. From the table, we
can easily observe that:
TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATION ACCURACIES ACHIEVED WHEN
DIFFERENT SPATIAL LEVELS ARE EXPLOITED
• any feature conﬁgurations with feature removing generate
more or less performance loss, which reveals that the fea-
tures employed in this paper all contribute to the ﬁnal per-
formance. The performance loss is ranged from 0.8% to
nearly 10%;
• different feature conﬁgurations generate different per-
formance loss. For example, HMME\BoVW brings
the maximum performance loss (nearly 10%), while
HMME\LBP brings the second performance loss (nearly
4%). HMME\CM and HMME\HOG all bring small per-
formance loss. This phenomenon is caused because the
performance loss is highly related to the discriminative
ability of features. Feature with high discriminative ability
brings much more performance loss if it is removed from
the construction process of HMME, and vise versa.
2) Effects of Hierarchical Partition: In our approach, images
are hierarchically partitioned into different size of regions with
grids. The main objective of hierarchical image partition is to
incorporate feature distribution at multiple spatial levels into
HMME. In principle, on the one side, more spatial information
may be included into feature representation by combing features
extracted from multiple segmented regions, which may play
positive impact on the performance. On the other side, many
feature dimensions will be included into the ﬁnal feature rep-
resentation, which may bring undesirable and negative noises.
Therefore, this experiment mainly addresses two essential ques-
tions, as follows.
• For task of landmark classiﬁcation, does hierarchical par-
tition produce positive effect on system performance?
• What is the level size that we can adopt to achieve the best
performance on landmark dataset?
In this subsection, we conduct experiments to observe the per-
formance achieved on different level size and the performance
obtained by combing features from multiple spatial levels. Ex-
perimental results shown in Table IV clearly demonstrate that
feature extracted at the level 3 achieves the best performance
in terms of classiﬁcation rate among spatial levels. Combing
features from different spatial levels further brings performance
improvement. HMME achieves 3.2% better performance com-
pared with the performance achieved on level 3. We believe the
performance improvement is due to the fact that features ex-
tracted from higher levels can capture ﬁner visual distribution,
while features extracted from lower level can perform well on
describing macro visual contents. Fusing these complementary
information can complement each other properly and produce
positive effects on classiﬁcation performance. In addition, we
ﬁnd that there is no further performance improvement when
we increase the level size further (more than 3). Therefore, to
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Fig. 5. Performance variations with parameters at different spatial levels.
(a) Level 1. (b) Level 1. (c) Level 2. (d) Level 2. (e) Level 3. (f) Level 3.
achieve high accuracy rate and meanwhile make the dimension
of generated features as low as possible, the level size of hier-
archical spatial partition is set to 3.
3) Effects of Exemplar Selection: With exemplar selection,
hierarchical multi-modal exemplars, which are embedded with
latent semantics of landmarks, can be discovered intelligently
and automatically. Based on the discovered exemplars, op-
timal reconstruction coefﬁcients are calculated between image
instance and them, which construct the feature dimensions of
HMME. Principally, the performance of exemplar selection
depends on two important parameters: number of exemplars
and number of exemplars for coding. In this experiment, we
vary these two parameters to observe the performance varia-
tions at different spatial levels. Fig. 5 presents the main results.
It demonstrates that accuracy curves in (a), (c), (e) all increase
before a certain point, and decrease after that, while accuracy
curves in (b), (d), (f) all increase steadily before a certain
point, and they become steady after that. Therefore, we set
the number of exemplars at three spatial levels as 250, 250,
500 respectively. The number of exemplars for coding at three
levels are set to 160, 80, 120 respectively. In this case, the
best feature dimensions of HMME on three spatial levels are
1000, 4000, and 18000 respectively. Therefore, the best size of
HMME feature vectors on Landmark-25 is 23000.
In our approach, multi-modal exemplars are either global or
regional images. We claim that, via exemplar selection, more
semantics can be embedded in the discovered exemplars, and
thus the generated HMME can be more discriminative on dis-
tinguishing images. To validate our claim, we conduct experi-
ments to compare the performance achieve by our approach and
the approach which selects exemplars randomly without exem-
plar selection. Fig. 6 demonstrates performance obtained at dif-
Fig. 6. Performance improvement at different spatial levels via exemplar
selection.
Fig. 7. Classiﬁcation accuracy variations with the dimension of the projected
HMME.
ferent spatial levels before and after exemplar selection. It can
be easily observed from the ﬁgure that, our approach based on
exemplar selection consistently performs better than its com-
petitor on all spatial levels. The presented results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed approach on discovering se-
mantic exemplars.
4) Effects of Dimension Reduction: In our approach, dimen-
sion reduction is exploited to reduce redundant and noisy in-
formation in HMME. The experimental study evaluates the ef-
fects of dimension reduction. We vary the dimension of pro-
jected feature and observe the performance. Fig. 7 illustrates
the classiﬁcation accuracy variations with the dimension of the
projected feature. It is shown that, when the dimension is higher
than a certain value ( ), accuracy ratio becomes stable.
Therefore, the best reduced size of HMME on Landmark-25
after applying PCA can be set to 2200. This experimental phe-
nomenon demonstrates that PCA performs well on redundancy
removal with proper parameter setting. We can also ﬁnd that,
when the dimension is lower than 2200, the accuracy decreases
steadily. This experimental results can be easily explained that
compressing feature excessively cause discriminative informa-
tion loss.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Effective landmark classiﬁcation is fundamental for many
georeferenced image search and analytics applications. One of
the most challenging problems in landmark classiﬁcation is how
to model and characterize landmark image, which could have
high visual diversity and complexity. In this paper, we present
a novel image signature scheme called HMME to effectively
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characterize landmark images. Also, an effective exemplar se-
lection approach is proposed to mine hierarchical exemplars in
multiple modalities from large amount of candidate images and
regions. An effective feature generation framework based on re-
gion coding is developed to generate feature dimensions. Based
on hierarchical multi-modal exemplars, HMME can effectively
represent diverse visual contents of landmark images. Further,
with region based semantic coding, HMME can integrate het-
erogeneous discriminative information from multiple modali-
ties and various spatial levels, and enjoy superior robustness
against visual variance of landmark images. Comparative exper-
iments on real world landmark datasets demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of HMME compared with several state-of-the-art tech-
niques. Superior performance of HMME illustrates its greatest
potentials for being applied to a wide range of real world visual
landmark retrieval and mining applications.
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